
itstalentnight xLIVE 34

Comment ...

dustindoesfilm joined
asrin_cinar

nicholas_lorenzi01

_tural_idrisov_

Song?

its called Footwork

dustin willis made the treatment



dustindoesfilm

673 likes
dustindoesfilm really excited to do something

creepy and weird with @itstalentnight

PHONE 14:38

dustindoesfilm 5m

2m

2m

1m

1mironmike
I’m pretty much #fitness famous anyway. 💪

7min

14:38

Our concept is pretty straight forward: we 

follow an IG Live stream of a group of friends

on a road trip. On the darkest night of their

journey, they decide to pull off the side of the

road and venture into the woods where a

supposed cult would gather in the ’70’s.


They go Live on Instagram and walk through 

the thick, overgrown trees. What they see next

will forever haunt them.



michaellive_23 xLIVE 28

Comment ...

asrin_cinar

nicholas_lorenzi01

_tural_idrisov_

What is that??

bro get out of there

why are they dancing? wtf?



dustindoesfilm

437 likes
dustindoesfilm a sample of the girls’ wardrobe.

Simple, a cloak and gothic makeup.

PHONE 14:38

dustindoesfilm 3m

2m

2m

1m

1mironmike
I’m pretty much #fitness famous anyway. 💪

5min

14:38

A group of girls in their late teens/early 20’s

ripped straight out of the 70’s dance and

seduce each other around a fire, wearing

dark hoods. From our vantage point of the

Live feed, they look harmless.


Until they realize they’re not alone.



michaellive_23 xLIVE 00

Comment ...

Checking connection...



dustindoesfilm

2533 likes
dustindoesfilm speaking of execution, here are

some thoughts on tone and editing.

PHONE 14:38

dustindoesfilm 1m

2m

2m

1m

1mironmike
I’m pretty much #fitness famous anyway. 💪

3min

14:38

We want to capture a Blair Witch vibe for

the digital age. Shot vertically, we will use

the limitations of our camera to our

advantage by framing top to bottom to keep

the audience’s eyes scanning the screen.


We will also use “connection errors” to create

tension and cut from moment to moment.



dustindoesfilm

1543 likes
dustindoesfilm Sexy, but not recommended.


PHONE 14:38

dustindoesfilm 1m

2m

2m

1m

1mironmike
I’m pretty much #fitness famous anyway. 💪

3min

14:38

We end with the cult girls catching up to

the person holding the Live feed. She lashes

out, giving us one of the first full views of her

disfigured, demonic face. Just in time for...



Live video ended

Done

1 viewer



dustindoesfilm

2019 likes
dustindoesfilm About me. And yes, that’s me.


PHONE 14:38

dustindoesfilm 1m

2m

2m

1m

1mironmike
I’m pretty much #fitness famous anyway. 💪

3min

14:38

I direct. Went to USC. Did a bunch of music

videos. Anyway, I really love horror due to

my affiliation with local haunts, such as

Halloween Horror Nights and Knotts Scary

Farm. Commonly, I use those artists for my

videos, and this one would be no different.


Let’s get weird!


IG: @dustindoesfilm (no really, that’s it.)


W: dustinwillisfilm.com (free samples.)


E: dustinwillisfilm@gmail.com (say hi.)

http://dustinwillisfilm.com
mailto:dustinwillisfilm@gmail.com

